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1. Introduction. Let o(Γ) be the outradius of the Teichmϋller space
T(Γ) of a Fuchsian group Γ. Then o(Γ) is strictly greater than 2 (Earle
[5]) and not greater than 6 (Nehari [7]). A Fuchsian group is said to be
of the first kind (resp. second kind) if its region of discontinuity is not
connected (resp. connected). If Γ is a finitely generated Fuchsian group
of the first kind, then o(Γ) is strictly less than 6 ([9]). Recently the
authors proved, by using a basic result on the stability of finitely
generated Fuchsian groups (Bers [3]), that o(Γ) is equal to 6 for a finitely
generated Fuchsian group Γ of the second kind ([10]). In this paper we
give an alternative proof of it, which works also for an infinitely gen-
erated Fuchsian group of the second kind.

THEOREM. If Γ is a Fuchsian group of the second kind, then o{Γ)
is equal to 6.

The authors would like to thank the referee for pointing out some
errors in the original manuscript.

2. Definitions. Let Δ be the open unit disc and J* be the exterior
of Δ in the Riemann sphere C. For each function / which is conformal
in J* let {/, z] be the Schwarzian derivative of /, that is, {/, z] =
(/"//')' - (l/2)(/7/')2. Let Γ be a Fuchsian group keeping Δ invariant.
A quasiconformal automorphism w of C is said to be compatible with Γ
if w°Ί°w~ι is a Mδbius transformation for each 7 eΓ. Let w be a quasi-
conformal automorphism of C which is compatible with Γ and which is
conformal in J*. The Teichmϋller space T(Γ) of Γ is the set of the
Schwarzian derivatives {w\Δ*, z} of such w's restricted to Δ*. Let λ(z) =
(|z|2 — I)"1 be a Poincare density of Δ*. For a function φ defined in Δ*
let \\φ\\ = supz6j*λ(zΓ2|0(z)|. The outradius o(Γ) of T(Γ) is defined to be
sup ||0||, where the supremum is taken over all φ in T(Γ).

3. Lemmas. In this section we state two lemmas without proof.
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Lemma 1 is due to Chu [4]. Lemma 2 is proved in §§5-6. Let k(z) =
z + z"1. Then k maps Δ* conformally onto C with the closed real segment
[ — 2, 2] removed. Let Sr be the circle of radius r (>1) around the origin.
Then the image of Sr under k is the ellipse

Er: ξ2l(r + r " 1 ) 2 + η2/(r - r " 1 ) 2 - 1 ,

where ζ = k(z) and ζ = ς + ηV^-i.
For two Jordan loops Jx and J2 in the finite complex plane C we

define the Frechet distance δ(Jlf J2) as inf max0^^\zx(t) — z2(t)\, where the
infimum is taken over all possible parametrizations z^t) of Jt (i — 1, 2).

LEMMA 1 (Chu [4]). For each positive ε there exist constants rx > 1
and dx > 0 so ίAαί i/ Eri = fc(Sri) ατιcί i/ J is α Jordan loop in C with
δ(J, Eri) ^ dlf then a conformal mapping f of J* onto the exterior of J
satisfies \\{f, z}\\ > 6 - ε.

Denote by μ[w] the complex dilatation of a quasiconformal mapping
w.

LEMMA 2. Let Γ be a Fuchsian group of the second kind keeping
Δ invariant. Then for each r > 1 and d > 0 there exist a sequence
{σn}n=i of MbMus transformations and a sequence {Fn}n=1 of quasiconformal
automorphisms of C which satisfy the following.

(3.1) Fπ°Ύ = y°Fn for all 7 e Γ .

(3.2) Fnoσn(oo)eA*.

(3.3)

(3.4)

4. Proof of Theorem. For each ε > 0 let rγ and dx be the constants
in Lemma 1. Let {σĴ W and {Fn}~=1 be sequences of Mobius transfor-
mations and quasiconformal automorphisms, respectively, obtained from
Lemma 2 for r = rx and d = dJ2.

Set vn(z) = μlF-'lΔJiz) for ze Δ and =0 for zeΔ*. Let wn be the
ivconformal automorphism of C which sends Fnoσn(0), Fnoσn{l) and
Fnoσn{°°) to 0> 1 and c>o, respectively (Ahlfors [1, p. 98]). Then wn is
compatible with Γ by (3.1) and the quasiconformal automorphism Wn =
wnoFnoσn of Ckeeps 0, 1, and oo fixed. Since TΓn(oo) = oo, (3.2) implies
wΰK00) = F^σ^Wn1^) = Fnoσn(°°) eΔ*. Hence wn maps Δ* conformally
onto the exterior of wn(3Δ). Since both μ[wn\Δ] and μ[σ~ι°F'1 \Δ] are
equal to vn\Δ, μ[Wn\σZlQF-\Δ)\ vanishes ([1, p. 9]). Hence
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\\μ[Wn]\U = \\μ[Wn\σ?oF;W)\\L = \\μ[Fn\F-ΛΔ*)\\U =

Therefore lim^*, ||μ[T7n]||oo = 0 by (3.3). By a result on quasiconformal
mappings (Ahlfors-Bers [2, Lemma 17]), we see the existence of a positive
integer nγ so that

\Wni(z) - z\ ί* dJ2

for all z with dist(z, Eri) ^ dJ2. This shows

δ(wni(dΔ), σ-loF-l{dΔ)) ̂  dJ2 .

Hence this together with (3.4) implies that δ(wni(dΔ), Eri) ^ dx. Now
Lemma 1 shows ||{wnjJ*, z}\\ > 6 - ε. Recall that {wni\Δ*, z} is in T(Γ).
Then we see o(Γ) > 6 - e. Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, o(Γ) ^ 6. On the
other hand o(Γ) ^ 6 (Nehari [7]). Therefore o(Γ) = 6. This completes
the proof of Theorem.

5. A sequence of quasiconformal mappings. Let {δn}n=i(c(0, 1)) be
a decreasing sequence with limn_+ooδn = 0. Let Vn — {zeC; \z\ < δn}. Let
j n be a smooth closed Jordan arc in Cl Vn which joins —δn to δn. Set
ln = [-1, -δn)Ui»U(δn, 1]. Let U and L be the upper and lower half-
planes, respectively. Let B = {zeC; |Re z\ < 1, 0 <Imz < 1}. Then both
an — ln U (L Π dΔ) and /3n = ZnU(i7n3J?) are Jordan loops. Denote by An

and Bn the interiors of an and /3n, respectively. Let A = {zeL; \z\ < 1}
and C = {zeL l < \z\ < 2}. Let Ω be the interior of Cl(AU^UC). The
purpose of this section is to prove the following lemma.

LEMMA 3. There exists a sequence of quasiconformal automorphisms
{Gn}n=i °f Ω with Gn(z) — z for all zedΩ which satisfy the following.

(i) Gn(ln) = 3UnC\Aand Gn(An) = A.
(ii) \imn^\\μ[G-ί\ΩnL]\\oo = 0.

It is known that every quasiconformal mapping between Jordan
domains can be extended to a homeomorphism between their closures
(Lehto-Virtanen [6, p. 42]). Therefore from now on a quasiconformal
mapping of a Jordan domain D onto another means a homeomorphism of
Cl D which is quasiconformal in D.

Let fn be the conformal mapping which maps An onto A and which
keeps 1, —1 and — V — 1 invariant. Let Rn be the annulus {zeC;δn <
\z\ < δ'1}. Then by the reflection principle fn\AnΠRn can be continued
analytically to Rn beyond the unit circle and beyond the real line. Thus
fn has a conformal extension to An U Rn, for which by abuse of language
we use the same letter fn. Before proving Lemma 3, we prove Lemmas
4-6 which play essential roles in the proof of Lemma 3.
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LEMMA 4. The sequence {/w}~=1 converges to the identity transforma-
tion uniformly in Rx.

PROOF. Each fn fixes 1, —1 and —V~^ϊ. Hence {fn}n=m is a normal
family in Rm (Lehto-Virtanen [6, p. 73]). By a diagonal argument we
obtain a subsequence {fni}T=i of {/Jn=1 which converges uniformly in Rni,
in particular, in R1 to a conformal mapping /<*> of U Γ=i Rni — C — {0} ([6,
p. 74]). Since /«, can be extended to a conformal automorphism of C
and since /«, fixes 1, —1 and — l/^-ϊ, /«> is the identity transformation.
By the same reasoning as above any other convergent subsequence of
{/Jπ=i than {/ni}Γ=i also converges to the identity transformation uniformly
in R19 and so does the sequence {/n}»=1 itself. q.e.d.

LEMMA 5. There exists a quasiconformal mapping gn of Bn onto B
so that gn{z) = fn(z) for all zeln and gn(z) = z for all z e βn — ln.

PROOF. Put qn(z) = fn(z) if zeln and =z if zeβn-ln. Then qn is
a homeomorphism of a Jordan loop βn onto another dB. For each point
p of βn we shall show the existence of an open subarc Jp of βn containing
p such that qn \ Jp has a quasiconformal extension to C. Then by a theorem
of Rickman ([8, Theorem 4]) qn has a quasiconformal extension gn to C.
Since gn is sense-preserving, gn maps Bn onto B.

First let p e βn Π £7. Then βn Π Z7 is an open subarc of /3n containing
p and #„ I /9n Π U has a quasiconformal extension to C, which is the identity
mapping. Secondly, let peln — {±1}. Then ln — {±1} is an open subarc
of βn. Since both an and 3A consist of finitely many smooth arcs which
meet pairwise at non-zero angles, they are quasicircles (Lehto-Virtanen
[6, p. 104]). Hence fn can be extended to a quasiconformal automorphism
fn of C (Ahlfors [1, p. 75]). In particular qn\ln — {±1} has a quasicon-
formal extension fn to C. Finally, let p = ± 1 . Let bne(dn, 1) and let
Nn = {zeC; bn < p Rez <b~\ \lmz\ < 1/2}. Then /SjΊiNk is an open
subarc of βn containing p. Set un(z) = fn(Rez) + V — l l m z if bn < p
Re z < b~\ =z-pbn+ fn(pbn) if p Re z ̂  6n, and =z - pδ"1 + /Jpδ"1) if
p-Rez ^ 6"1. Then un is a quasiconformal extension of tfJ/^ΠiVn to C.

q.e.d.

LEMMA 6. There exists a quasiconformal automorphism hn of C so
that hn{z) = fn(z) for zedCndJ and =z for zedCΠΛ* and that

|U = 0.

PROOF. For θe[-π, 0] define ψn(θ)e[-τζ1_0] as
exp(ι/-1^,(0)). Set fcm(/o exp(ι/-W)) - p exp[ι/-l{(/o -
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where pe[l, 2] and θe[—π, 0]. Then hn is a homeomorphism of C1C
onto itself with hn(z) =/»(«) for zedCΠdΔ and &n(z) = 2 for zedCΠΔ*.
For 2 = p expd/^Tfl) e C it holds that

- ψn(θ)}]

By Lemma 4 limn_Mβ ^n(0) = θ and lim^α, <fή(0) = 1 uniformly on ( — π, 0).

Hence we see lim^oollμlTϋlU — 0. q.e.d.

PROOF OF LEMMA 3. Define Gn(z) = fn{z) if zeC\An, =gn(z) iΐ ze
C\Bn and =hn(z) if z e C l C . Then Lemma 3 follows from Lemmas 5
and 6. q.e.d.

6. Proof of Lemma 2. Let r and s be real numbers with r > 1

and 0 < s < r + r"1. Let Γ be the vertical line in C passing through s.

Then Er and T intersect at exactly two points ζ e U and ζ 6 L. Let I be

the bounded closed subarc of T joining ζ to ζ. Let P be the component

of C — T containing the origin. Denote by J the Jordan loop (Er Π P) U /.

Let Q be the interior of the circle with the diameter /. Note that both

T and P depend on s, and ζ, 7, J and Q all depend on both r and s.

PROOF OF LEMMA 2. Fix an s e (0, r + r"1) sufficiently near to r + r" 1

so that

(6.1) diam Q ^ <Z/2

and

(6.2) δ(J, Er) ^ d/2 ,

where diam Q denotes the Euclidean diameter of Q.
First we construct {σn}n=ι and {Fn}n=i- Let τn be a Mobius transfor-

mation such that τn{P) = C/ and rn(Q) = C— Cl Vn,~ where F n is the open ball
{zeC; \z\ < δn} defined at the beginning of §5. Then j n = τn(Erf]C\P) is
a smooth closed Jordan arc in Cl Vn joining — δn to δn. Let {GTO}~=1 be
the sequence of quasiconformal automorphisms of Ω in Lemma 3. Let
Do be a Dirichlet fundamental region for Γ in Δ. Since Γ is of the
second kind, Do has free sides. Let D be the union of Do, the region
obtained from Do by reflection in dΔ and the free sides of Do. Let σ be
a Mobius transformation such that σ(U) = Δ and σ(C\Ω)cD. Define

(7 o σ o Gn o a-1 o 7-1 in 70 α (j2) for all 7 e Γ

(the identity mapping in C — U 7
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and σn = σ°τn. Then Fn is a homeomorphism of C onto itself which is
quasiconformal off dA. Hence Fn is a quasiconformal automorphism of
C (Lehto-Virtanen [6, p. 45]).

Secondly, we prove (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3). By (6.3) we see Fno~f = Ί°Fn

for all ΎβΓ. Since j n - {-δn, δn} = τn(PnEr)aτn(Pn (C - Cl Q)) = Un Vn

and since rn(oo) eτn(T - J)cτ n (Γn(C - Cl Q)) = dUn Vn, the point τn(oo)
belongs to An. Then by Lemma 3(i) and (6.3) we see Fnoσn(°°) = Fnoσ°τn(oo) e
Fnoσ(An) = σoGn{An)czσ{L) = Δ\ Since by (6.3) \\μ[F;V*]\\~ = \\μ[F~V* Π
£]|U = IIMG-^nLHU, Lemma 3(ii) shows limn^\\μ[F?\J*]\\- = 0.

Finally, we prove (3.4). It follows from Lemma 3(i) and (6.3) that

σ-1 o ̂ ( 3 J ) = τ-1 o a"1 o i^-^aj)aτΛh U (C - i2))

c τ ^ O ; U (C - Cl FJ) = {Er Π Cl P) U Qc/U Q .

Hence by (6.1) δiσή1 o F;\dJ), J) <z d/2. This together with (6.2) yields
that δiσn1 ° F~\dA), Er) ^ d. Now we complete the proof of Lemma 2 and
hence that of Theorem.
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